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In January 2016, Hodder Education acquired select titles from 
the Pearson Singapore Schools’ list, with a clear mission: to 
improve the range of resources available to support schools 
throughout Singapore.

Hodder Education are one of the largest and most experienced 
educational publishers, building our expertise in publishing for 
over 100 years. In 2015, we celebrated our 25 year anniversary 
of working with Cambridge International Examinations, who 
work with the Singaporean Ministry of Education to develop the 
O and A Level exams.

To make sure that we can continually improve the support 
we provide, we opened our new Singapore offi ce to respond 
quickly and effectively to the wide range of ever-changing needs 
across the country. Through our local team we aim to provide 
schools in Singapore with access to the best range of print and 
digital resources, all tailored to support the national curriculum.

Globally, we have published for almost every subject and at 
every learning level, providing resources to schools in over 140 
countries worldwide. Our expertise will allow us to provide the 
best support available to schools in Singapore, and help them 
deliver and develop the world-class practice that has made 
Singapore a global leader in education.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us:

Telephone: +65 67493551
Email: Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Grammar
All About English: Grammar

All About English: Grammar Editing is 
designed to help students achieve success 
in the editing section of the ‘O’ Level 
examination paper. Students will learn how 
to identify and correct errors in the context 
of the text. They will also encounter a wide 
range of passages of varying degrees of 
diffi culty. The book is divided into two parts:

Part I comprises a list of the various types of 
errors students will fi nd in a passage as well 
as tips for tackling the passage. A worked 
example is also provided.

Part II comprises editing practices which 
are divided into three distinct categories 
— basic, intermediate and advanced. 
Each category has 10 passages. These 
categories provide a progressive approach 
to mastering the skills needed for the 
identifi cation and correction of grammatical 
errors in a range of texts.

Detailed explanations can be found in 
the answers section to strengthen their 
understanding of grammar and the types of 
errors found in texts.

Based on the latest English language 
syllabus from the Ministry of Education of 
Singapore, All About English: Grammar 
Series helps you gain a solid foundation on 
essential grammatical items, structures and 
rules.

These books build your profi ciency in 
grammar through many systematic, easy-
to-follow lessons designed for progressive 
learning. Each lesson instils correct usage 
and develops awareness of common and 
developmental errors. Extended Learning 
Points impart relevant tips to refi ne your 
understanding of the lesson at hand. 
Exercises test and reinforce grammar 
profi ciency at the word, phrase, sentence 
and text levels.

Ideal for self-study and classroom use, these 
books will help you sort through important 
grammar issues.

Lower Secondary • Book 1
978-981-06-2686-0

Lower Secondary
978-981-06-3767-5

Lower Secondary • Book 2
978-981-06-2687-7

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3630-2

All About English: Grammar Editing

BEST 
SELLER
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Longman English Series Grammar

Longman Grammar In Context

Secondary One
978-981-06-1196-5

Secondary 1
978-981-06-2347-0

Secondary Two
978-981-06-1197-2

Secondary 2
978-981-06-2361-6

Lower Secondary English Series: 
Grammar is carefully designed in 
accordance with the latest English 
Language syllabus to help students 
understand the underlying grammatical 
structure of English and master its usage. 
Adopting the text type approach to help 
teach grammar in context, this book 
highlights various grammar items and their 
usage in relevant text types.

Clearly explained notes together with 
examples to illustrate the use of each 
grammar item are provided. The exercises 
and revision exercises are systematically 
structured to reinforce students’ 
understanding of grammar rules.

The Grammar in Context Series is specially 
designed to guide secondary school 
students in their mastery of grammar. 
Each book focuses on the use of specifi c 
grammatical items and structures in 
realistic contexts. Through the notes and 
exercises, students also learn the specifi c 
characteristics of different types of texts.

Features of the books:

• Provide concise notes to guide students 
in their understanding

• Help students master grammar in realistic 
context

• Contains comprehensive exercises with 
suggested answers for better guidance.

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER
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Comprehension
All About English: 
Comprehension

All About English: 
Understanding Visual Texts

All About English: Comprehension (Upper Secondary) 
covers all three sections of the comprehension paper, 
in line with the new syllabus and examination format.
The visual texts and comprehension passages have also 
been selected for their relevance and currency and cover 
a range of writing styles and issues. Questions are also 
modelled on the new examination format implemented in 
2013.

Part I provides an analysis of the various types of questions 
and the targeted skills and answering techniques in 
the three sections. A glossary on understanding literary 
devices is included to help students tackle questions, 
which focus on the use of language for impact.

Part II comprises worked examples for Sections A, B and C. 
Each worked example provides a guide on how to tackle 
each question, the contextual information surrounding 
the question and the specifi c key words or phrases that 
students need to consider. Notes are also provided to help 
students make connections between the information in the 
text and the requirements of the question.

Part III contains practice passages for all three sections. To 
guide students in completing the practices, the purpose of 
each question is set in bold for Section A and the different 
types of comprehension questions have been highlighted 
for Sections B and C.

This book explores a variety of visual texts and different 
types of questions students might encounter in 
Paper 2, Section A of the English Language ‘O’ Level 
Paper (Syllabus 1128). In this section, students answer 
questions based on a visual text. They will need to 
demonstrate their understanding of visual and textual 
elements through their answers. For instance, can they 
explain how images and words used contribute to or 
infl uence the message in the visual text? The multimodal 
experience of viewing a visual text requires a unique set 
of skills for interpreting and evaluating visual and textual 
cues. Students and teachers will fi nd this book easily 
accessible through its clear annotations and concise 
explanations. Proposed answers and explanations for 
the questions will also be provided.

In this book, students will learn to read and analyse 
visual texts using signposts such as Purpose, Audience, 
Context and Culture (PACC), and explanations of 
visual text features. They will also learn how visuals and 
written text work together to convey a specifi c message. 
Students will also be familiarised with various types 
of examination questions and answering techniques. 
Through guided explanations and worked examples, 
students will be equipped with the necessary skills to 
approach this section of the examination.

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3434-6

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3653-1

BEST 
SELLER
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Composition
All About English: 
Complete Guide to Composition Writing (3rd Edition)

Listening and Speaking
All About English: Listening and Speaking

This guide is based on the latest syllabus by the Ministry of Education. 
It introduces students to various text types and provides guidelines on 
how to write each text type. Ample examples are given and exercises 
are included to ensure that students understand what is presented in 
each chapter.

The fi rst 9 chapters of this book will give students the opportunity to 
focus on models of different text types, and help them improve their 
writing. The fi nal chapter provides them with useful tips and strategies 
for working under examination conditions, and how to assess their 
own writing based on common marking guidelines. Armed with this 
knowledge, students can then challenge themselves with the sample 
papers provided. 

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3668-5

Lower Secondary
978-981-06-2684-6

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3750-7

S$13.90 (inclusive of GST)

Upper Secondary
LISTENING & SPEAKING

Listen and communicate effectively.
Do you get frustrated when you check the dictionary for the pronunciation of a word and even having found it, 
still do not know how to pronounce the word? Do you find it hard to put thoughts into words? All About English: 
Listening & Speaking will help you overcome these stumbling blocks.
 
Together with an online platform, this book will equip you with  
essential skills to listen actively and speak fluently. 

On the online platform:
 Pronunciation rules
 Explanations
 Dialogues

  
There are two parts to this book. 
 
Part I focuses on pronunciation and introduces you to the 
sounds and symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet  
(IPA) used in dictionaries. Knowing these sounds and symbols 
will help you pronounce words correctly. Rules for pronunciation  
are also provided, with comprehensive exercises giving you ample practice to master these rules.
 
Part II focuses on listening and speaking, and can be used to complement the All About English instructional 
package for Lower Secondary. With varied exercises to test your vocabulary and prompt you to listen for main 
ideas and details, you will learn to model accurate pronunciation on fluent speakers and create your own 
dialogues to build oral confidence. 

In this book, you will find: 
 Pronunciation rules 
 Explanations 
 Examples 
 Practices

Visit us at www.pearson.sg
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To hone your command of English, you may also be interested in these titles:

All About English Writing: Creative and Personal Expression (Lower Secondary)
All About English Grammar Book 1 (Lower Secondary)
All About English Grammar Book 2 (Lower Secondary)
All About English Activate Your Vocabulary (Lower Secondary)

    Integrated  
print & digital 
     content

Ideal for learners who prefer learning through:
Easy-to-follow lessons on pronunciation rules

Listening online to develop key skills

Comprehensive exercises to build oral confidence  

AUTHORS: CT JOHNSON  •  LP CHIN

PART I

FOCUS ON PRONUNCIATION

PART II

FOCUS ON LISTENING & SPEAKING

LISTENING & SPEAKING
LOWER SECONDARY

All About English

&

UNIT 1

UNIT 3

UNIT 5

UNIT 7

UNIT 9

UNIT 11

UNIT 13

UNIT 15

Consonant Symbols

The ‘th’ Sounds

Long and Short Vowels — Part 2

The Unstressed Vowel Sound

Free Time

Getting Home!

More Freedom Please

Voiced and Voiceless Consonants

Long and Short Vowels — Part 1

More Short Vowels

Pronunciation Rules for Past Tense Endings

Linking Words in Speech

Just Joking!

Childhood Life Around the World

What I Saw

Pronunciation Rules for Third-person Singular Verbs and Plural Noun Endings

UNIT 2

UNIT 4

UNIT 6

UNIT 8

UNIT 10

UNIT 12

UNIT 14

UNIT 16

ALWAYS LEARNING

    Integrated  
print & digital 
     content

ISBN 978-981-06-3750-7
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All About English: ‘O’ Level Power-Packed 
Vocabulary (2nd Edition) is designed to 
help you build a rich store of words to tackle 
the revised GCE ‘O’ Level English paper with 
confi dence.

The book also aims to equip you with an 
extensive vocabulary to enhance your thinking 
and reading skills. It is divided into four parts:

Part 1: Building Your Vocabulary

Part 2: Tackling the Essay Question in the GCE 
‘O’ Level English Language Paper 1

Part 3: Tackling the Vocabulary, Language Use 
and Language Appreciation Components in the 
GCE ‘O’ Level English Language Paper 2

Part 4: GCE ‘O’ Level Words You Should Know

All About English: Activate Your Vocabulary 
(Lower Secondary) is written to help you to do 
just that. It will also help you to delve deeper 
into a written passage to appreciate the way 
the writer has used words to present ideas.

The book is divided into two parts:

Part I focuses on techniques which you can use 
to build your vocabulary.

Part II features a wide range of interesting 
topics.

Each features the following structure:

• Learning about the use of vocabulary in 
context

• Links to either Comprehension, Summary or 
Essay Writing

• Book Link to introduce books for enjoyment

Lower Secondary
978-981-06-3667-8

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3738-5

Vocabulary
All About English: 
Activate Your Vocabulary

All About English: 
‘O’ Level Power-Packed 
Vocabulary (2nd Edition)
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Lower Secondary
978-981-06-1957-2

Writing
All About English: 
Writing Creative & 
Personal Expression

All About English: Writing – 
Creative & Personal Expression 
is a systematic writing programme 
that combines both digital and print 
content. Its modular structure teaches 
you to mix and match the skills like 
building blocks to create captivating 
essays. The programme is divided into 
two parts.

Part I explains eight key aspects of 
writing descriptive and narrative 
essays. The accompanying DVD 
contains more writing tips and is to be 
used alongside the book.

Part II focuses on helping you apply 
the skills you learnt in Part I. Enhance 
your skills through practices that focus 
on Critical Analysis, Guided Rewriting 
and Free Writing of examination-style 
essays.

The two books for Secondary 1 & 2 offer practical tips and useful examples, 
which share the important skills of summary writing: identifying and organising 
the main ideas of different types of narratives, paraphrasing skills and using 
cohesive devices to write a cogent summary.

Secondary One
978-981-24-7662-3

Secondary Two
978-981-24-7663-0

Longman English Series Summary Writing
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Visit us at www.pearson.sg

S$5.15 (inclusive of GST)
ISBN 978-981-247-662-3
ISBN-10 981-247-662-8

ALWAYS LEARNING

L O W E R  S E C O N D A R Y

Lower Sec 1 Summary Writing Cover.indd   1 26/3/14   10:20 am
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S$4.80 (inclusive of GST)
ISBN 978-981-247-663-0
ISBN-10 981-247-663-6

ALWAYS LEARNING

L O W E R  S E C O N D A R Y
The Longman Secondary Two English Series: Summary Writing
offers many practical tips and useful examples to teach 
students the important skills of summary writing. Each 
chapter focuses on a specifi c skill needed to tackle the summary
question in the GCE ‘O’ level Examination. A student who has 
used this book will gain confi dence in identifying and organising 
the main ideas of different types of narratives, paraphrasing skills 
and using cohesive devices to write a cogent summary. This 
easy-to-use guide takes students step by step through the 
stages of summary writing. The 10 practice passages at 
the end of the book and the several short exercises in the 
earlier chapters will enable students to maximise their 
workout in summary writing and develop strong summary skills. 
Summary tips at the end of each chapter reinforce the essential 
skills that have been taught.

This book provides progressively more challenging passages 
than the Secondary One book in the same series. Like its pre-
decessor, it guides students through the process of summary 
writing:

• analysing the question requirements
• identifying the central thesis and supporting ideas of a text
• understanding the text and its narrative structure
• organising and connecting the ideas
• paraphrasing the ideas
• writing a concise summary

Suggested answers and helpful explanations are included to 
let students know that they are on the right track. With this 
comprehensive guide, students can acquire the essential skills 
and score in the summary question.

For self-study or the classroom

LONGMAN SECONDARY TWO ENGLISH SERIES

Lower Sec 2 Summary Writing Cover.indd   1 28/8/13   1:50 PM
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‘O’ Level • Volume 1
978-981-06-3467-4

‘O’ Level • Volume 2
978-981-06-3475-9

Writing
Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model Approach 
(3rd Edition)

Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model Approach series (3rd Edition) takes 
students through all the various text forms and writing tasks, helping them master skills and 
techniques that are essential for achieving success in the Situational Writing component of 
school tests and the GCE ‘O’ Level English Language examination.

It covers the skills needed for writing formal and informal letters, information sheets, 
brochures and pamphlets. Based on the new 2013 English syllabus issued by the Ministry 
of Education, Singapore, the book has been extensively revised to include more language 
items and an accompanying visual text for each situation.

BEST 
SELLER
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‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3466-7

978-147-18-3746-3

Exam Revision
All About English: Effective Guide (3rd Edition)

Reference
Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book

All About English: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) helps 
students master the skills needed to achieve success in the ‘O’ Level 
examination — grammar, essay writing, comprehension, listening and 
oral communication. An audio CD-ROM containing audio tracks and 
transcripts for Paper 3 is included. Students can use the book to target 
specifi c areas for improvement in English Language. Chapter 1 helps 
students to strengthen their foundation in grammar and vocabulary. 
Chapter 2 helps students revise their understanding of the different types of 
texts and offers tips to tackle mixed texts. Chapters 3 to 6 focus on specifi c 
papers in the ‘O’ Level examination. Each chapter is sub-divided according 
to the various sections of a Paper.

This edition has been revamped according to the latest English syllabus and 
examination format issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore.

The only grammar reference for Secondary students developed 
collaboratively with the Ministry of Education (MOE), Singapore.

Draw on over 100 combined years of grammar expertise from the publishers 
of First Aid in English and grammar and linguistics expert, Dr Lubna 
Alsagoff.

Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book: 

• Presents grammar in context using real-world examples and ideas about 
learning grammar in Singapore.

• Builds understanding with a two-part structure that fi rst shows how words 
are used to form sentences, then how these in turn are used to create 
different types of text.

• Structures learning with terms at the start of the book and activities 
throughout that stretch and check understanding.

BEST 
SELLER
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Secondary Mathematics

Secondary 1 E
978-981-06-3489-6

Secondary 1 N(A)
978-981-06-3490-2

Secondary 2 E
978-981-06-3472-2

Secondary 2 N(A)
978-981-06-3751-4

All About Mathematics: Learning Through 
Examples series consists of instructive books 
that provide step-by-step worked examples to 
facilitate students’ learning in order to achieve 
success in their examination. Organised 
by topics based on the latest Secondary 
Mathematics syllabus issued by the Ministry 
of Education, Singapore, this essential book 
provides students with a comprehensive 
revision tool for their school tests and 
examinations.

Each chapter comes with:

• Notes on important concepts

• Mathematical formulae

• Numerous worked examples

• Ample practice exercises

Revision papers available at the end of the 
book, function as summative assessment for 
semestral examinations preparation. Answers 
to all questions are provided.

All About Mathematics: Learning Through Examples

BEST 
SELLER

Heng Hwa Heng

Based on the new 2013 MOE Syllabus
All About

ISBN 978-981-06-3742-2

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

S$13.95 (inclusive of GST)

EAch chAptEr comEs with:

• Notes on important concepts

• Mathematical formulae

• Numerous worked examples

• Ample practice exercises

Revision papers are available at the end of the book. They function as summative 
assessment for students preparing for their semestral examinations. Answers to all 
questions are provided.

All About

Revision papers for semestral exams  •

Constructive notes and topical exercises  •

More than 100 worked examples  •

This instructive book provides step-by-step worked examples to facilitate students’ learning 
in order to achieve success in their Secondary 2 Mathematics examination. Organised 
by topics based on the latest Secondary Mathematics syllabus issued by the Ministry 
of Education, Singapore, this essential book provides students with a comprehensive 
revision tool for their school tests and examinations.

mAthEmAtics
Learning Through

Secondary 2
Express

Examples
mAthEmAtics

Examples
Learning Through

Secondary 2
Express
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 Learning Through Exam

ples Secondary 2 Express

AAMath-Learn_Thru_Eg_Sec2(Exp)v2.indd   1 18/2/14   3:54 PM
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Secondary Mathematics

Secondary 3 E
978-981-06-3752-1

Secondary 3 N(A)
978-981-06-3773-6

This indispensable study guide 
trains students to score well 
in their Mathematics tests and 
examinations. Packed with 
comprehensive notes and 
questions based on the latest 
Mathematics syllabus issued 
by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore, this book facilitates 
students’ learning and helps 
them revise effectively. Worked 
examples with step-by-step 
solutions aid students in 
applying concepts learnt. 
Rigorous revision exercises 
expose students to various types 
of questions, providing the 
necessary practice. 

Secondary 1 Express
978-981-06-3775-0

Secondary 2 Express
978-981-06-3776-7

All About Mathematics: Effective Guide
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Secondary Mathematics

‘O’ Level Volume 1
978-981-06-3481-0

‘O’ Level Volume 2
978-981-06-3673-9

‘N’ Level Volume 1
978-981-06-3482-7

‘N’ Level Volume 2
978-981-06-3691-3

All About Additional Mathematics: Learning Through Examples

The All About Additional 
Mathematics: Learning Through 
Examples Series provides step-
by-step worked examples to 
facilitate students’ learning in order 
to help them achieve success in 
examinations. Organised by topics 
based on the latest Additional 
Mathematics syllabus issued by the 
Ministry of Education, Singapore, this 
essential series provides students 
with a comprehensive revision 
tool for their school tests and 
examinations.

Each chapter comes with:

• Notes on important concepts

• Mathematical formulae

• Numerous worked examples

• Ample practice exercises

Revision papers available at 
the end of the book function as 
summative assessment for semestral 
examinations preparation. Answers 
to all questions are provided.
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Secondary Mathematics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3588-6

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3590-9

All About Additional 
Mathematics: Study Smart 
– Algebra

All About Additional 
Mathematics: Study 
Smart – Geometry & 
Trigonometry

All About Additional Mathematics: Study Smart Series for ‘O’ Level provides a 
targeted approach to aid students in the revision for their GCE ‘O’ Level Additional 
Mathematics examination. Based on the new 2013 Additional Mathematics syllabus 
issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore, this indispensable guide presents a 
revision approach based on tried-and-tested methods of studying, facilitating better 
understanding in the process.

Features:

• Questions classifi ed by type

• Step-by-step worked examples provided for each question type

• Guided exercises for each question type

• Practice questions for mastering problem-solving skills

• Analysis of past-year ‘O’ Level questions by question type

• Full solutions to facilitate formative learning

Henry Loh

Based on the new 2013 MOE Syllabus

additional
mathematics

all about

ISBN 978-981-06-3588-6

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

S$17.95 (inclusive of GST)

All About Additional Mathematics: Study Smart — Algebra for ‘O’ Level provides a 
targeted approach to aid students in the revision for their GCE ‘O’ Level Additional 
Mathematics examination. Based on the new 2013 Additional Mathematics syllabus 
issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore, this indispensable guide presents a 
revision approach based on tried-and-tested methods of studying, facilitating better 
understanding in the process.

other books in the series

• All About Additional Mathematics: Study Smart — Calculus for ‘O’ Level

• All About Additional Mathematics: Study Smart — Geometry & Trigonometry for ‘O’ Level

features:

• Questions classified by type

• Step-by-step worked examples provided for each question type

• Guided exercises for each question type

• Practice questions for mastering problem-solving skills

• Analysis of past-year ‘O’ Level questions by question type

• Full solutions to facilitate formative learning

all about

Full solutions for all questions  •

Analysis of past-year ‘O’ Level questions  •

Guided exercises for each question type  •

Step-by-step worked examples  •

Classification of questions by type  •

Study Smart – Algebra

additional
mathematics
Study Smart – Algebra

Level‘O’

Level‘O’
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AAAdditional Maths(Study Smart-Algebra O level).indd   1 30/8/13   11:51 AM
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Secondary Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional MathsSecondary Additional Maths Additional MathsSecondary Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional Maths Additional MathsSecondarySecondarySecondarySecondary

‘O’ Level • Volume 1
978-981-06-3586-2

‘O’ Level • Volume 2
978-981-06-3587-9

All About Additional Mathematics: Revision Guide ‘O’ Level Volumes 1 & 2 help students master 
key concepts and principles that are essential for achieving success in their school tests and GCE ‘O’ 
Level Additional Mathematics examination. Based on the latest Additional Mathematics syllabus issued 
by the Ministry of Education, Singapore, these practical guides feature:

Study Notes

• Explain key concepts, terms and formulae

• Identify focus areas for revision

Examination Tips

• Point out effective ways to solve problems

• Highlight common mistakes and misconceptions

Worked Examples

• Reinforce students’ problem-solving and mathematical skills

Graded Questions

• Assess students’ level of competence

• Challenge students with diffi cult questions which are marked with asterisks (* or **)

• Provide ample practice and reinforce the learning of concepts

All About Additional Mathematics: Revision Guide

BEST 
SELLER
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Secondary Additional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsAdditional MathsSecondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary 

All About Additional Mathematics: 1001 
Questions for ‘O’ Level provides students 
with ample practice to be better prepared 
for tests and the  ‘O’ Level examinations. 
Based on the latest GCE  ‘O’ Level Additional 
Mathematics syllabus.

Graded questions

• Assess students’ problem-solving skills

• Challenging questions marked with asterisks

Full solutions

• Facilitate understanding and learning

• Help students to improve their problem-
solving skills and verify their method of 
solving challenging questions

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3699-9

All About Additional 
Mathematics: 1001 Questions
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Lower Secondary ScienceLower Secondary ScienceLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower Secondary Science Science ScienceLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower Secondary

Volume 1
978-981-06-3493-3

Volume 2
978-981-06-3494-0

Volume 1
978-981-06-3491-9

Volume 2
978-981-06-3492-6

All About Science: 
Effective Guide

All About Science: 
Process Skills

All About Science: Process Skills 
for Lower Secondary is written 
according to the latest Lower 
Secondary Science syllabus issued 
by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore. Providing ample 
practice for students, this book 
focuses on enhancing students’ 
understanding of the processes 
involved in learning science.

Features:

• Clear and concise explanations 
of science process skills to 
facilitate independent learning

• Stimulating MCQs, structured 
questions and free-response 
questions to aid the application 
of process skills

• Detailed answers to facilitate 
independent learning
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Lower Secondary Science Science Science Science Science Science Science ScienceLower Secondary ScienceLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower SecondaryLower Secondary

Volume 1
978-981-06-2626-6

Volume 2
978-981-06-2627-3

All About Science: Topical Essential Guide

All About Science: Topical Essential Guide for Lower Secondary is a guidebook specially 
written for students preparing for their school tests and exams. It is based on the latest 
syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. The contents of the book are 
comprehensive to help students master the subject and revise more effectively in order to 
achieve excellent results.

Features:
• Comprehensive notes with detailed illustrations

• Detailed experiments to facilitate application of concepts in scientifi c investigations

• Consistent self check exercises to reinforce learning

• Extensive MCQs and structured questions to assess mastery of concepts
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3478-0

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3479-7

‘N’ Level
978-981-06-3480-3

All About Physics: 
1001 MCQs

All About Science 
Physics: 1000 MCQs

All About Science 
Physics: 601 MCQs

All About Physics and Science Physics: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level are based 
on the new 2013 Physics syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. 
This compulsory assessment book drills students and gives them ample practice to 
achieve high marks in the multiple-choice section of their GCE ‘O’ Level examinations. 
Structured according to themes based on the new syllabus, this highly recommended 
book categorises questions into three levels of diffi culty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which require a single concept to solve 

• Level 2: Application questions or questions which require 2 or 3 concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions which require 3 or more concepts to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension questions are included to further 
challenge students.

Features:

• At least 1001 challenging questions for ample practice

• Rigorous questions arranged in ascending levels of diffi culty

• Extension questions to further widen and reinforce students’ understanding of 
concepts

• Detailed solutions and explanations to facilitate understanding and learning

All About Science Physics: 601 
MCQs gives students ample 
practice to achieve high marks 
in the multiple-choice section 
of their GCE ‘N’ Level Science 
Physics examination. Structured 
according to themes based on 
the latest Science Physics syllabus 
issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore, this highly recommended 
book categorises questions into 
three levels of diffi culty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or 
questions which require a single 
concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions 
or questions which require 2 or 3 
concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or 
questions which require 3 or more 
concepts to solve

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3476-6

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3477-3

‘N’ Level
978-981-06-3504-6

All About Physics: 
Effective Guide

All About Science Physics: Effective Guide

The Physics and Science Physics Effective Guides are based on the 2013 Physics 
and Science Physics syllabuses issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. These 
indispensable study guides train students to score well in their respective GCE ‘O’ 
Level and ‘N’ Level examinations. These books facilitate students’ learning and help 
them revise effectively. Worked examples with step-by- step solutions aid students in 
applying concepts learnt. Rigorous revision exercises expose students to various types 
of questions, providing the necessary practice.

Features:

• Systematic and comprehensive notes with helpful illustrations

• Qualitative and quantitative examples with step-by-step solutions

• Self evaluation questions to reinforce learning

• Extensive and stimulating MCQs and structured questions to consolidate learning

• Specimen examination paper

• Clear numerical answers with detailed answers for more diffi cult questions

BEST 
SELLER

Poh Liong Yong

Based on the new 2013 MOE Syllabus

science physics
All About

ISBN 978-981-06-3477-3

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

S$12.95 (inclusive of GST)

This indispensable study guide trains students to score well in their GCE 
‘O’ Level Science Physics examination. Packed with comprehensive notes 
and questions based on the latest Science Physics syllabus issued by the 
Ministry of Education, Singapore, this book facilitates students’ learning and 
helps them revise effectively. Worked examples with step-by-step solutions 
aid students in applying concepts learnt. Rigorous revision exercises expose 
students to various types of questions, providing the necessary practice.

FeAtures:

•	 Systematic and comprehensive notes with helpful illustrations

•	 Qualitative	and	quantitative	examples	with	step-by-step	solutions

•	 Self	evaluation	questions	to	reinforce	learning

•	 Extensive	and	stimulating	MCQs	and	structured	questions	to	consolidate	 
 learning

•	 Clear	numerial	answers	with	detailed	answers	for	more	difficult	questions

All About

Poh Liong Yong

science physics
Effective Guide

Level‘O’ Effective Guide
Level‘O’for

for

Clear answers		•

Specimen examination paper		•

Worked examples		•

Revision	exercises		•

Comprehensive	notes		•
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Poh Liong Yong

Clear answers		•

Specimen examination paper		Specimen examination paper		Specimen examination paper •

BEST 
SELLER
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3626-5

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3627-2

‘N’ Level
978-981-06-3754-5

All About Physics and Science Physics: Fundamentals series ingrain in students the 
foundational concepts and principles that are essential for achieving success in their 
GCE ‘O’ and ‘N’ Level Science Physics examination. Based on the new 2013 Science 
Physics syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore, this indispensable book 
addresses core concepts covered in the latest Science Physics ‘O’ Level syllabus.

Features:

• Core Concepts for Exam

• Application Questions for Practice

• MCQs for Conceptual Understanding

All About Physics: 
Fundamentals

All About Science Physics: Fundamentals
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3690-6

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3689-0

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3753-8

All About Physics: 
Multiple-Choice Questions 
Workout

All About Physics: 
Structured Questions 
Workout

All About Science 
Physics: Multiple-Choice 
& Structured Questions 
Workout

All About Physics: Multiple-Choice Questions Workout ‘O’ Level and All About 
Physics: Structured Questions Workout ‘O’ Level provides ample practice for 
students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Physics examination. Topical questions based 
on the latest Physics syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore provide 
targeted practice for students. The wide variety of questions consolidate knowledge 
and act as fi nal preparation before the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Physics 
examinations.

Features:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Physics syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of Physics 
concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning 

All About Science Physics: 
Multiple- Choice & Structured 
Questions Workout ‘O’ Level 
provides ample practice for 
students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ 
Level Science Physics examination. 
Topical questions based on the 
latest Science Physics syllabus 
issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore provide targeted practice 
for students. The wide variety of 
questions consolidate knowledge 
and act as fi nal preparation before 
the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level 
Science Physics examinations.

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

ISBN 978-981-06-3753-8

S$10.50 (inclusive of GST)

Gabriel Lionel Morais

Based on the new 2013 MOE Syllabus
ALL ABOUT
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This indispensable book provides ample practice for students to excel in 
their GCE ‘O’ Level Science Physics examination. Topical questions based 
on the latest Science Physics syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety of 
questions consolidate knowledge and act as fi nal preparation before the 
preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Science Physics examinations.

FEATURES:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Science Physics   
 syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application 
 of Science Physics concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

Wide variety of questions for ample practice  •

Topics based on the latest MOE syllabus  •

Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning  •

SCIENCE PHYSICS

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

Structured Questions
Workout

Level‘O’

Multiple-Choice &
Level‘O’

Workout
Structured Questions

Multiple-Choice &

AASC MCQnSQ WOut Cover.indd   1 3/3/14   8:42 AM
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-2624-2

All About Physics: 
Topical Essential Guide

All About Physics: Topical Essential Guide for ‘O’ Level 
is a guidebook specially written for students preparing 
for their school tests and exams. It is based on the latest 
syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. The 
contents of the book are comprehensive to help students 
master the subject and revise more effectively in order to 
achieve excellent results.

Features:

• Comprehensive notes with detailed illustrations

• Detailed experiments to facilitate application of concepts 
in scientifi c investigations

• Consistent self check exercises to reinforce learning

• Misconception analysis to ensure correct understanding

• Extensive MCQs and structured questions to assess 
mastery of concepts
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PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3632-6

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3633-3

All About Physics: 
Test Papers

All About Science Physics: 
Test Papers

All About Physics: Test Papers for ‘O’ Level and All About Science Physics: Test Papers for ‘O’ Level are 
written based on the latest Physics and Science Physics GCE ‘O’ Level Syllabus. The topical approach of these 
books facilitate self-study in a systematic and focused manner, thus helping students revise more effectively for 
their tests and examinations, and become more competent in answering Physics and Science Physics questions.

Features:

• Topical test papers to facilitate self-study

• A wide variety of exam-oriented multiple-choice, structured and data-based questions

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning and correct misconceptions
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ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-2631-0

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3655-5

All About Chemistry: 
1001 MCQs

All About Science Chemistry: 
801 MCQs

All About Chemistry: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level 
is based on the new 2013 syllabus issued by the 
Ministry of Education, Singapore. Structured 
according to themes based on the new syllabus, 
this highly recommended book categorises 
questions into three levels of diffi culty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which 
require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions 
which require 2 or 3 concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions 
which require 3 or more concepts to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension 
questions are included to further challenge 
students.

All About Science Chemistry: 801 MCQs 
for ‘O’ Level gives students ample practice 
to achieve high marks in the multiple-choice 
section of their GCE ‘O’ Level Science Chemistry 
examination. Structured according to themes, 
this highly recommended book categorises 
questions into three levels of diffi culty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which 
require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions 
which require 2 or 3 concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions 
which require 3 or more concepts to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension 
questions are included to further challenge 
students.

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER
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ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3495-7

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3496-4

‘N’ Level
978-981-06-3497-1

All About Chemistry: 
Effective Guide

All About Science Chemistry: 
Effective Guide

All About Science Chemistry: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level is based on the 
2013 Science Chemistry syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. 
This indispensable study guide trains students to score well in their GCE ‘O’ Level 
Science Chemistry examination. It facilitates students’ learning and helps them revise 
effectively. Worked examples with step-by-step solutions aid students in applying 
concepts learnt. Rigorous revision exercises expose students to various types of 
questions, providing the necessary practice.

Features:

• Systematic and comprehensive notes with helpful illustrations

• Qualitative and quantitative examples with step-by-step solutions

• Self evaluation questions to reinforce learning

• Extensive and stimulating MCQs and structured questions to consolidate learning

• Specimen examination papers

• Clear numerical answers with detailed answers for more diffi cult questions
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ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3593-0

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3594-7

All About Chemistry: 
Structured & Free-Response 
Questions Workout

All About Science Chemistry: 
Multiple-Choice & Structured 
Questions Workout

All About Chemistry: Structured & Free-Response Questions Workout ‘O’ Level and All About 
Science Chemistry: Multiple-Choice & Structured Questions Workout ‘O’ Level are indispensable 
books that provide ample practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry examination. 
Topical questions based on the latest Chemistry syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety of questions consolidate 
knowledge and act as fi nal preparation before the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry 
examinations.

Features:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Chemistry syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of Chemistry concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER
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ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3088-1

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3654-8

All About Chemistry:
Study Smart

All About Chemistry: 
Multiple-Choice Questions 
Workout

All About Chemistry: Study Smart for ‘O’ 
Level is a student-friendly and insightful guide 
that brings across key ideas of the topics covered 
in the GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry examination.
This book presents tips and hints that are based 
on tried-and-tested methods of studying, 
bolstering memory work and understanding in 
the process. Guidance and techniques on how 
to answer examination questions effectively are 
also provided. At the end of each chapter, an 
association map integrates the key concepts 
learnt in each chapter, facilitating recall and 
understanding. This guide is complemented 
by the intensive practice companion All About 
Chemistry: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level.

This indispensable book provides ample 
practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ 
Level Chemistry examination. Topical questions 
based on the latest Chemistry syllabus issued 
by the Ministry of Education, Singapore provide 
targeted practice for students. The wide variety 
of questions consolidate knowledge and act 
as fi nal preparation before the preliminary and 
GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry examinations. 
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BiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiology

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3498-8

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-2628-0

All About Biology: 
1001 MCQs

All About Biology:
Topical Essential Guide

All About Biology: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level 
is based on the new 2013 syllabus issued by the 
Ministry of Education, Singapore. Structured 
according to themes based on the new syllabus, 
this highly recommended book categorises 
questions into three levels of diffi culty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which 
require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions 
which require 2 or 3 concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions 
which require 3 or more concepts to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension 
questions are included to further challenge 
students.

All About Biology: Topical Essential Guide 
for ‘O’ Level is a guidebook specially written 
for students preparing for their school tests and 
exams. It is based on the latest syllabus issued 
by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. The 
contents of the book are comprehensive to help 
students master the subject and revise more 
effectively in order to achieve excellent results.

Features:

• Comprehensive notes with detailed 
illustrations

• Detailed experiments to facilitate application 
of concepts in scientifi c investigations

• Consistent self check exercises to reinforce 
learning

• Misconception analysis to ensure correct 
understanding

• Extensive MCQs, structured and essay 
questions to assess mastery of concepts

BEST 
SELLER

Revised by Kunnath V Satheesan
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Revised by Kunnath V Satheesan

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

ISBN 978-981-06-2628-0

S$18.20 (inclusive of GST)

ALL ABOut

Topical Essential Guide
for Level‘o’

Topical Essential Guide
BIOLOGY

All About Biology: Topical Essential Guide for ‘O’ Level is a guidebook 
specially written for students preparing for their school tests and exams. It is 
based on the latest syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. 
The contents of the book are comprehensive to help students master the 
subject and revise more effectively in order to achieve excellent results.

FeAtures:
• Comprehensive notes with detailed illustrations 
• Detailed experiments to facilitate application of concepts in scientific  
 investigations 
• Consistent self check exercises to reinforce learning
• Misconception analysis to ensure correct understanding
• Extensive MCQs, structured and essay questions to assess mastery of  
 concepts

for

ALL ABOut

BIOLOGY
Topical Essential Guide

Level‘o’

Specimen examination paper  •

Topical practice questions  •

Consistent self check exercises  •

Comprehensive revision notes  •

Based on the latest MOE Syllabus

AABiology (Topical Essential Guide).indd   1 23/4/14   3:27 PM
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BiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiologyBiology

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3669-2

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3592-3

‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3737-8

All About Biology: 
Test Papers

All About Biology:
Multiple-Choice 
Questions Workout

All About Biology: 
Structured & Free 
Response Questions 
Workout

All About Biology: Test Papers for 
‘O’ Level is written based on the 
latest Biology GCE ‘O’ Level Syllabus. 
The topical approach of this book 
facilitates self-study in a systematic 
and focused manner, thus helping 
students revise more effectively 
for their tests and examinations, 
and become more competent in 
answering Biology questions.

Features:

• Topical test papers to facilitate self- 
study

• A wide variety of exam-oriented 
multiple-choice, structured and 
free- response questions

• Detailed answers to facilitate 
independent learning and correct 
misconceptions

All About Biology: Multiple-Choice 
Questions Workout ‘O’ Level 
provides ample practice for students 
to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Biology 
examination. Topical questions based 
on the latest Biology syllabus issued by 
the Ministry of Education, Singapore 
provide targeted practice for students. 
The wide variety of questions 
consolidate knowledge and act as fi nal 
preparation before the preliminary and 
GCE ‘O’ Level Biology examinations.

Features:

• Questions grouped according to the 
latest ‘O’ Level Biology syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test 
students’ understanding and 
application of Biology concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate 
independent learning

This indispensable book provides 
ample practice for students to 
excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Biology 
examination. Topical questions 
based on the latest Biology syllabus 
issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore provide targeted practice 
for students. The wide variety of 
questions consolidate knowledge 
and act as fi nal preparation before 
the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level 
Biology examinations. 
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HistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistory

Secondary 3 E / N(A)
978-981-06-3448-3

Secondary 4 E / N(A)
978-981-47-6705-7

All About History: Modern World Revision Guide

The All About History: Revision Guides are the perfect companions to the All About History Unit 1 and 
Unit 2 Textbooks. Packed with comprehensive notes and well-designed questions based on the latest 
History syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore, these essential guides speed up students’ 
learning process and help them revise effectively.

Features and benefi ts:

• Clear and concise study notes that summarise key facts for easy understanding

• Useful examination tips that provide scaffolding, explanations and worked examples for handling 
various source-based case studies and structured-essay questions

• Guided answers that adequately prepare students for their examinations

BEST 
SELLER
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HistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistory

Secondary 3 E / N(A)
978-981-06-3450-6

Secondary 4 E / N(A)
978-981-47-6706-4

Secondary 3
978-981-06-3449-0

All About History: Southeast 
Asia Revision Guide

All About History: Developing 
Skills For Modern World History

This is the perfect companion to the All About 
History, Unit 2: The World in Crisis Textbook. 
An indispensable guide for students, All About 
History: Developing Skills for Modern World 
History equips students with the essential skills 
for History at ‘O’ Level.

Packed with clear notes and tips to explain skills 
required to tackle source-based and structured- 
essay questions, this handy guide is based on 
the latest History syllabus issued by the Ministry 
of Education, Singapore. It aids students in 
interpreting a variety of sources and in answering 
questions on a wide range of topics. Suggested 
frameworks and detailed answers to all questions 
are provided to facilitate learning.

BEST 
SELLER
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GeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeography

Lower Secondary
978-981-47-6704-0

Secondary 3
978-981-06-3459-9

Secondary 4
978-981-47-6703-3 

All About Geography: Geographical Skills and Investigations

All About Geography: Geographical Skills and 
Investigations aims to help students reinforce the 
geographical skills that they have learnt in school, 
in the areas of topographical map-reading, 
geographical data interpretation and fi eldwork 
investigations. Based on the latest Geography 
syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Singapore, the exercises feature questions based 
on real-world data that are represented in graphs, 
charts, maps, photographs and satellite images. 
This book will help students master the relevant 
skills they need to do well in the GCE ‘N(A)’ and 
‘O’ Level Geography examinations.

Features:

• Clear explanations on fi eldwork techniques to 
facilitate learning

• Real-world data to develop core skills in map 
reading and data interpretation

• Exercises with varying levels of diffi culty to 
achieve competency

• Detailed answers to aid understanding

BEST 
SELLER
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GeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeography

7th Edition
978-981-06-3579-4

2nd Edition
978-981-06-1116-3

Reading Tropical Maps Atlas: Singapore And The World

Reading Tropical Maps is designed to 
teach students basic map reading and 
interpretative skills. Students will be taught 
how to interpret physical and human features 
on maps and develop skills and techniques 
to interpret and evaluate geographical data 
such as geographical photographs and 
statistical diagrams.

Features:

• Quick check multiple-choice & structured 
questions

• Guided sample answers

• Interrelationship between the physical and 
human environment

• Key notes

• Map exercises

• Eleven colour topographical maps

Atlas: Singapore and The World complements 
the classroom teaching of Geography with:

• Map Skills section providing an overview of the 
skills necessary in interpreting maps in the Atlas

• More than 20 Singapore maps newly created 
from primary data

• Asia and World pages featuring maps and useful 
key facts for the regions covered

• World Insights pages providing a closer look at 
important trends and issues faced by the world 
today

• Overview and In Focus pages providing insights 
to trends, issues and challenges faced by 
geographical regions and countries

• World Statistics providing essential information 
about individual countries
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GeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeography

Secondary 1
978-981-47-6701-9

Secondary 3 E / N(A)
978-981-06-3461-2

Secondary 2
978-981-47-6707-1

Secondary 4 E / N(A)
978-981-47-6702-6 

All About Geography: Revision Guide
All About Geography: Revision Guides 
are comprehensive guides based on the 
latest Geography syllabus issued by the 
Ministry of Education, Singapore. They 
facilitate easy revision and provide ample 
practice and effective self-assessment 
for Geography students. Packed with 
clear notes and graphic presentations 
such as diagrams, charts, graphs and 
maps, these handy guides also test 
students’ knowledge and understanding 
as well as their skill at comprehending, 
applying, synthesising and evaluating 
the content they have learnt. Suggested 
frameworks and answers to all questions 
are provided to aid learning.

BEST 
SELLER

Piara Singh

Suggested answers for all questions  •

Challenging practice papers  •

Incisive questions at the end of each gateway  •

Clear and concise study notes  •

Based on the new 2013 MOE Syllabus

GEOGRAPHY
All AbOut

Express / N(A)
secondary 3

Visit us at www.pearson.sg
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